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The Doctrine of Patent Equivalents is an important doctrine in patent 
infringement determination, and how to apply the Doctrine of Equivalents well 
is the key point in judicatory practice. The determination of whether one 
patent’s particular technical feature is equivalent to another and the application 
of the Doctrine of Equivalents should be based on the determination of whether 
the means function, and effects of particular technical feature are identical and 
the and whether they are easily replaceable between the technology under 
comparison. Besides, with the development of science technology, whether a 
new technology's replacing or phasing out of old technology , and 
interdisciplinary application of widely-known technology constitute patent 
equivalent has become a new problem in practice. The author selects one 
example of patent infringement case that he acting as agent, conducts an 
empirical analysis on the Doctrine of Patent Equivalents and explains the law 
with cases, exploring the concrete use of in the judgement of patent equivalents, 
and proposes some ideas for supplementing judicial interpretation in patent 
cases. 
This article has three chapters, excluding introduction and conclusion. The 
first chapter mainly introduce "Digital Interactive Lab Infringement Case" 
caused by "New video multimedia Internet teaching system" , the case of 
objection to jurisdiction, and the case of announcement of patent invalidation 
for "New video multimedia Internet teaching system". The article mainly 
introduces the dispute focus and reason between the patent owner and the 
infringer, the reasons for invalidation announcement and the resolution of 
patent review council, and also reflects the judiciary and patent validity 
disputes commonly existing in patent infringement cases. Chapter two focuses 















chapter conducts analysis on whether replacing hardware means with computer 
software can be regarded as the Doctrine of Equivalents and whether with the 
absence of image segmentation and control means can a technology be regarded 
as inferior adaptation. Chapter three discusses the protection of The Doctrine of 
Patent Equivalents. Regarding the <the Supreme People’s Courts explanation 
on several questions in patent infringement cases>  Article 
Seventh--comparison of technology under infringement charge with complete 
technology features stipulated in patent claims, lacking at least one technology 
feature, proposing to make concrete analyses of concrete problems, instead of 
the instant non infringement judgement without distinguishing.  
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